June 2019 Monthly Report
The June monthly report makes for a lot of interesting reading with many activities taking place that
kept the Rangers on their toes. The report provides the usual monthly compliance statistics including
the discovery of snares, followed by a report back on the Voortrekkers annual visit, activities surround
alien plant control and fuel load reduction, maintenance and some interesting wildlife highlights from
the month. This report then details an alien biomass expo the Rangers attended, the very intriguing
washout of a rare beaked whale and the Conservancy’s involvement therein, a conversation piece on
Haworthia conservation and the release of a lesser Flamingo. The report is then concluded with the
Capped Wheatear which features as this month’s monthly species profile.

Plough snails enjoying their jellyfish feast.

‘If we knew how many species we’ve already eradicated, we might be more motivated to protect those
that still survive. This is especially relevant to the large animals of the oceans.’ – Yuval Noah Harari
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Compliance Management
Marine Living Resources Act
During June, a total of 24 recreational fishing, spearfishing and bait collecting permits were checked by
Taylor, Kei and Daniel. Of the 24 permits checked, 6 people (25%) failed to produce a valid permit and
were issued a verbal warning.

Snares
On the 3rd of June the Rangers came across some very rudimentary snares whilst checking some of the
woodcutting operations on Fransmanshoek. Old packing strapping was used to create snares and were
found tied to the base of bushes with a simple noose knot made at the other end. The snares were most
likely set by builders who had placed the snares close to a fairly newly built house on Fransmanshoek.
Luckily none of the discovered snares had caught an animal and the Rangers wasted no time in cutting
them away. Although the snares were very novice in their design, it is concerning to find snares in the
Conservancy in a time where the area is gaining popularity with new homes being built on the regular
and many contractors accessing various parts of the Conservancy. We only hope that landowners are
able to monitor and manage any contractors that they employ and grant access to the area.

A rudimentary snare constructed from packaging strapping.

The Voortrekkers
On the 17th, the Rangers joined the senior group of Voortrekkers for their yearly visit to the Conservancy.
The Voortrekkers are an organisation that teaches survival skills and valuable life lessons to scholars and
focuses strongly on self-reliance and survival in the natural world. On the day, the Rangers headed down
to Vegkop to meet up with the group where they were camping out in the open. The morning started
with an assortment of educational talks surrounding the history of the area, both archeologically and
culturally and how many men of old would have survived along the coastline.
The Rangers then took part in a seafood harvesting survival activity to teach the youngsters how to
identify and sustainably harvest mussels and limpets. After the talks and harvesting activity was
completed, the group all continued to do a beach clean-up along the coastline. The reward for the team
that collected the most rubbish was a packet of Rice to complement their seafood harvest.
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The Voortrekkers harvesting mussels under the guidance of the Rangers.

On the 19th, the Rangers again joined up with the Voortrekkers, this time the larger junior group. Kei
and Daniel joined the group of Voortrekkers who had camped along the Kanon stretch also as part of
a survival activity. The Rangers then proceeded to give them an educational talk about the history of
the Fransmanshoek area, the types of plants and animals found within the conservancy, the research
projects and conservation activities done by the Rangers and lastly and most importantly, the
responsibility we all have to the looking after the environment and its natural resources. They then
proceeded to do a beach clean-up along the Kanon stretch, where they received an intertidal lesson in
the process.

Kei giving an educational talk to the Voortrekkers.
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Fire Prevention and Alien Plant Management
Waste branch reduction
Throughout the month the Rangers have been hard at work with the woodcutting teams, chipping the
cut Rooikrans, Acacia cyclops, branches to help reduce the number of branches that start to accumulate
and become a major fire hazard over time as it dries. There is a lot of unchipped dry Rooikrans that is
lying around the conservancy from two decades of alien clearing programs, many of which are too
difficult to get to with the chipper. Not only this, but the older waste branches are more difficult to chip
as they lose their suppleness and relative moisture that helps make chipping run smoother. The problem
also lies in that the dry waste branches are a major fire hazard as they often stand in dense, tall stands
of large to fine branches. This time, an effort was made to clear some of the old dried Rooikrans along
the Fransmanshoek road and on the boundary of plot 37 with the help of Riekie van Rensburg and his
“bossiekaper”. The Conservancy have used this method in the past, but it is recommended to chip
immediately to avoid the more costly expense of hiring a tractor, its operator and implement.

The Bossiekaper and tractor flattening the high standing dry branch material.
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The Rangers also turned their attention to firebreak maintenance this month, as they noticed the
firebreak that runs above Vleesbaai, in the Fransmanshoek road reserve and Eskom line servitude, had
started to become overgrown with new pioneer and alien invasive plants. So, the Rangers dutifully swept
through the firebreak, pulling seedlings and cutting large bushes with loppers. This operation also gives
the sourfig plants (planted there by the Rangers when the firebreak was last cleared as a way of
establishing a wet vegetative mat) a chance to establish further into cleared areas.

Daniel and Apogee doing some firebreak maintenance.

Maintenance
Late into June, the Conservancy’s chipping was abruptly placed on hold when the chippers’ driving
mechanisms started to seize. The belts that drive the chipper drum had become perished over time with
one jumping off its track and the other twisting and preventing any revolution. The pulley key had also
become worn and so Kei quickly headed to town to get supplies. The Rangers, with the help of Riekie
and his staff then set about replacing the belts and key and then adjusted the pulley and engine
mounting. Then as soon as the Rangers got the chipper back into the field, another problem sprung up
with the pulley. This required a bit more technical expertise than the Rangers could muster and so the
chipper was taken to the talented Johan Botha, a local Vleesbaai/Ouland mechanic who has all the bells
and whistles when it comes to servicing machines. Turned out that there was a missing part that caused
the pulley to shift the belts out of place. Johan was quick to fashion the spacer needed on his laith and
the chipper now was in ship shape.

Fauna & Flora
Picture highlights of plants and animals seen in the Conservancy this month with some short interesting
facts:
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The Southern Rock Agama or Bloukop koggelmander, Agama atra, a familiar sight on rocky outcrops along the
coastline where they emerge to bask in the sun. The dominant male is often seen nodding his brightly coloured head as
territorial signal for lesser males to stay clear whilst the female is a much duller colour. When in danger the brightly
coloured head fades to become camouflaged against lichen covered rocks. Listed as least concern by the IUCN redlist
(2017).

The Rose-scented Pelargoium or wildemalva, Pelargonium graveolens, with its attractive flower has an equally
attractive strong rose-scented smell. The plant is indeed used in commercial production of geranium oils in some places
as a substitute for the expensive attar of roses in the perfume trade. Not evaluated by the IUCN redlist and least
concern by the National red list.
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WWF & DEA Alien Biomass Expo
On the 11th of June the Rangers attended an expo that focused on the industry and use of alien biomass
as products. There is a new and emerging industry in South Africa and across the world. Alien invasive
plants is a cosmopolitan problem and South Africa is no exception, with numerous invasive species
occurring within our borders. South Africa is subject to a very heavy infestation of foreign plants, many
of which have actually been introduced on purpose. Alien plants are very destructive for a number of
reasons. They can include excessive water uptake that threatens water security, they reduce local
biodiversity, pose a massive fire threat and many more.
Dealing with alien plants is an industrial process that requires intensive labour, is very time consuming
and is often an expensive procedure. Not only this, but once an area has been eradicated of alien plants,
the years proceeding this require follow up programs to ensure that the infestation does not simply redevelop. The expo aimed at informing those in the industry about the economic potential of alien
biomass. Putting an economic value to alien biomass will greatly increase the initiative taken to remove
them from our country. The expo was a great success with a turnout of people coming from all ends of
the market, providing everyone with a great networking experience, and at the same time being very
informative of the developments in the industry.
The use of alien biomass is not limited to fire wood and simple direct application products but it can be
used for a number of things, including using it to fuel power stations, used to create aviation fuel and a
number of charcoal related products that are used in the cosmetic industry and the agricultural industry.

The speakers at the Expo keeping the audience

The Conservancy currently has ongoing projects that are aimed at removing Rooikrans by involving the
local community and small business woodcutters, and at the same time clearing large stands of the
invasive plant. The Expo unlocked the potential for a new value chain for Rooikrans in the Conservancy,
mainly using the wood to create Bio-char. The Rangers are hoping to test various bio-char makers in
the near future, which could mean the chipping efforts could be carried by the cost of selling the biochar.
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Beaked Whale Stranding
On the 25th of June, the Rangers received a call out to a beaked whale that had washed ashore on the
stretch of beach between Vleesbaai and Boggomsbaai. Once the Rangers arrived at the scene, they met
up with Rene from SMART Mossel Bay, and they realised that some immediate action needed to be
taken. The large creature could not be identified and was positioned partially in the water and had not
fully beached onto the sand. With the receding tide and with the possibility of the creature being of
great scientific significance, the Rangers jumped on the problem at hand and dived in to prevent the
whale from washing back out to sea. The animal was approximately two tonnes and the idea of rolling
it up the beach was a little too optimistic, so instead, the Rangers held their footing and simply
prevented the whale from rolling back towards the sea.
Whilst Taylor and Daniel held the whale in situ, Kei arranged for the Whale to be moved up to the highwater mark where the scientists could work at ease. With all the necessary permissions from Mossel Bay
Municipality, Kei quickly organized with Riekie van Rensburg that Kobus van Rensburg’s frontend loader
drive along the beach and move the carcass to a higher position. By this time the word of rare deepsea creature washing out had spread and scientists from all over had already began their journey to
take samples and measurements. A day later the Mossel Bay municipality asked the Conservancy to
help with the removal of the carcass to which the Rangers obliged, again with the help of Riekie and
Kobus’s Frontend loader and tipper truck. The Rangers accompanied the heavy machinery and made
sure all proceeded with care whilst driving along the sensitive beach.
It was determined by specialists on the day that the small whale belonged to the family called beaked
whales (Ziphiidae), however there was confusion around identifying the exact species. This is because
Beaked whales are a very under studied family. The specialists have since reported back after doing their
necessary research, and the debate on what exact species has been settled. The current data leans
toward it being a True’s beaked whale, Mesoplodon mirus. Some of the specialists were not sure of
identification from certain body parts and odd colouration that did not fit the description of a True’s
beaked whale. It seems that this could be due to this individual not reaching adulthood just yet. This
just shows how little we know about these deep-sea creatures.

True’s Beaked Whale washed up on the beach in front of Boggomsbaai.
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The beaked whales consist of 23 documented species and this makes them the second most diverse
family of cetacean after dolphins. Beaked whales, although very diverse, are very rarely seen by humans,
due to their relatively low abundance and strange ecology. Beaked whales live solitary lifestyles
spending the majority of their life alone and in deep waters. They are also known as the world’s greatest
divers. The Cuvier’s beaked, Ziphius cavirostris, whale is the deepest diver of all known mammals, diving
down to depths of over 1000m and holding their breath for over 100 minutes. Beaked whales mainly
feed on deep sea squid but are also known to eat fish and crustaceans where feeding normally occurs
close or on the sea floor.

The True’s beaked whale being moved up the beach under supervision of Riekie van Rensburg.

Haworthia Conservation
Kingdom: Plantae Clade: Angiosperms Clade: Monocots Order: Asparagales
Family: Asphodelaceae Subfamily: Asphodeloideae Tribe: Aloeae Genus: Haworthia
Haworthia is a very desirable range of succulent plants and many succulent collectors are in search of
these species, however, this has contributed majorly to the decline in the status of Haworthia
populations, which is estimated at a decline of 50% over the past 20 years.
This species occurs in a fairly large area in southern Africa; however, the individual populations are small,
few and far apart. All Haworthia species favour well-drained soil. Some plants do occur on rocky areas,
but they typically grow in the shade of shrubs. When shrubs and small trees are collected for firewood,
the protective vegetation is removed, and the plants may be killed by the heat of the sun.
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Haworthia distribution across South Africa.

Haworthia plants come in all shapes and sizes and are very variable in appearance, with the exposed
leaves ranging from dark green to brown and purple, sometimes with white colorations. They are
small succulent plants, forming rosettes of leaves that can grow between 3cm and in rare cases up to
30cm in diameter, depending on the species. The plants can grow individually or in micro-populations
(many growing either next to or on top of each other). Each species has different looking leaves. Their
leaves are shades of green, brown and purple and are tough, firm and very fleshy, yet in some, leaves
can be soft and translucent. They form small white flowers, but in some variations these flowers can
have different markings; brown stripes or green patterns. The inflorescences (cluster of flowers) of some
species can grow taller than 40 cm in height, e.g. Haworthia magnifica f. variegate.
Haworthia species reproduce both through seed production and through budding (creating clones).
Certain species may be more successful in clone production, and these daughter plants are easily
removed to produce new plants once an extensive root system has developed on the clone. These plants
may also be propagated through leaf cuttings, and in some instances, through tissue culture, however,
this method is less reliable.
Whenever we hear the word ‘poaching’, we immediately think of rhino horn or elephant tusk poaching.
Any form of poaching is illegal, whether it is in the form of rhino horn or picking a simple plant species
from the soil. Granted not all plants are illegal to collect, yet, some rare species like the Haworthia
species are, and they are definitely not an ordinary plant.
At one time each variation of Haworthia was given a different species name and some dedicated
collectors still see almost every variation as a different species. This contributes heavily to the decline in
Haworthia species as these collectors want the original plant from each ‘species’. Dedicated collectors
may also use scientific journals and a collector’s club as methods of locating rare Haworthia species.
Some species such as Haworthia cymbiformis are fairly common house and garden plants and can even
be bought at nurseries or in stores. They also face other stresses besides collection. This may include;
their habitat being used as dump sites, construction/building on these areas, and trampling by livestock and humans; bicycles, motorcycles and vehicles can easily destroy a micro-population.
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A local Haworthia, the Haworthia retusa var. retusa found in the greater Mossel Bay area.

Here are some suggestions on how to preserve this species. If you know the location of said species;
DO NOT give away their location or show other people where they are. If you have a population on your
land; make a point of it to identify the different species (if more than one) and keep a database of how
many you find by marking different plots (e.g.1mx1m) and counting how many are in the plots. It is
important to keep this database for further study and protection of the species. Lastly, yet most
importantly, we ask that you DO NOT take/pick any of these species from their habitat. It is important
to remember that illegal collection of plants remains one of the main threats to this species. There
is an increasing need for proper conservation of these species, as us humans are the main influence on
biodiversity. Knowing what the threats are play a major role in the conservation of our natural resources.
‘Here is your country. Cherish these natural wonders, cherish the natural resources, cherish the history
and romance as a sacred heritage, for your children and your children’s children. Do not let selfish men
or greedy interests skin your country of its beauty, its riches or its romance.’ – Theodore Roosevelt

Flamingo Rehabilitation & Release
Once again it is that time of the year when all the flamingos migrate to warmer conditions for breeding.
Migrating is an energy depleting process and sometimes the birds take strain, especially if the weather
is unfavourable. One extremely windy afternoon in Albertinia, a juvenile Lesser Flamingo, Phoeniconaias
minor, crash landed in a back yard and cracked its beak. Luckily, the landowners took the right measures
of rehabilitating the flamingo by keeping it safe and warm until it can be helped by a professional. The
flamingo was taken to the Cape Nature office in Albertinia where they had a vet inspect the bird and
patched up its beak. After a few days in rehabilitation, Michael Hanson from Cape Nature called the
Rangers to assist him in finding the perfect releasing spot. Since this flamingo is still a juvenile, it is
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important to release it near a flock of adult flamingos, yet this can be tricky since most flamingos have
already migrated. This is to ensure the safety of the juvenile and gives it a better chance of survival.
The Rangers then joined up with Michael and took the flamingo to Great Brak River a flock of flamingos
were spotted feeding in the estuary. The group walked to one of the small islands close to the flock,
where they released the juvenile flamingo. Naturally, everyone waited a while to see if the juvenile will
move towards the flock. After a few minutes of waiting the juvenile flamingo started standing up and
fluffing out its feathers, which seemed a good sign. The Rangers and Michael then packed up and left
with their minds at ease once seeing the flamingo walk around the island he was released on.

The Lesser Flamingo juvenile, safe and sound inside a box, before being release at Great Brak River.

P. minor, or more commonly known as the Lesser Flamingo, is a near threatened species of water bird
in Africa and India, with a continuously decreasing population status. The Lesser Flamingo is a migratory
species adapted to respond to changes in local environmental conditions by moving among water
sources, and thus depends on a network of fitting sites.
Their diet consists mainly of microscopic cyanobacteria and benthic diatoms found only in alkaline lakes,
salt pans and estuaries. They are filter feeders which mean they feed by swimming and filtering the
algae and diatoms with a specialised bill that contains up to 10,000 microscopic lamellae. In East Africa
and India, they gather in huge flocks on major feeding lakes. In southern Africa, they scatter among
wetlands and estuaries. One of their favoured feeding spots is Kamfers Dam, a wetland located north of
Kimberley.
The ICUN classified this species as near threatened, yet, with a population size of almost two million
birds, one would not think this is the case. However, they are classified as near threatened because they
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only have a few breeding sites and their breeding events are irregular. Their breeding sites are
threatened by human interference such as; river damming, mining and off-road vehicles.
They reach sexual maturity at 3-4 years and only breed after seasonal rains. The seasonal rains provide
the flooding needed as protection from terrestrial predators and the suitable materials needed for
building nests. They build their nests from the muddy substrate provided by the water source. After they
laid their eggs; incubation takes more or less 28 days and fledglings are taken care of for 70 days or
more.

Monthly Species Profile
Common name

: Capped wheatear

Scientific name

: Oenanthe pileata

Family

: Muscicapidae

Phylum

: Chordata

The capped

wheatear

is

insectivorous

bird that

was

a

small

previously

classed as a member of the thrush family
Turdidae, but is now more generally
considered to be part of the family
Muscicapidae.
Description:
The Capped wheatear is a large remarkable
wheatear with dark brown upperparts and a
black crown, face and breast band, and a
matching white throat and brow feather. Its legs and pointed bill are black. The capped wheatear is 17–
18 cm long and weighs 32g. It has a distinctive tail pattern with black feathers on the base and centre
of the tail forming an inverted T against the otherwise white rump. Both male and female birds look
alike. The juvenile initially has dark buff upperparts and pale buff stomach, with variable dark mottling
on breast and a faint pale brow feather behind the eye. The capped wheatear's song is a loud melodic
warble interspersed with slurred chattering, and it has a chik-chik alarm call.
Habitat:
The Capped wheatear is a common resident in parts of its range, a seasonal visitor in other parts. It
prefers bare, open flat ground including grassland after fires, cultivated or recently harvested croplands.
Nest below ground in rodent holes and its occurrence is partly dependant on availability of these. They
can occur individually or in pairs, foraging on the ground. It is monogamous and builds a nest of straw,
grass, and leaves in a hole in the ground or a termite mound. It may use man-made drainage pipes if
available.

Ecology:
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Typically, three or four, sometimes more, eggs are laid. This solitary species feeds on insects,
especially ants. Like other wheatears, it perches on mounds and hops over the short grass or flies low
over the ground.
Conservation status: Least Concern
The global population size has not been calculated, but the species is described as common to
abundant. The population is suspected to be stable in the absence of evidence for any declines or
substantial threats. Threats include; Pet or display animals, horticulture, use and trade.
Interesting fact:
•

Wheatears did not get their name in any relation to wheat or ears, in fact, it comes from a
mispronunciation of "white arse", which refers to its prominent white rump, a characteristic of
the group.
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